
Today we’ll have a hands-on lab to familiarizing you with JES, so pairs of students should get a laptop from the

cart.  (NOTE:  laptops are numbered and plugged-in in back -- plug-in and put away in their proper spot)

Download to the Desktop and extract the files needed for the lab from:

http://www.cs.uni.edu/~fienup/cs1120s15/sessions/s03/lec3.zip

Part A:  The “Interactions” area of JES is the bottom, black portion with the “>>>” prompt.  There you can type

and execute individual statements without writing a whole program.   Use the Interactions area of JES to check

your understanding of operator precedence for Python’s mathematical operations.  The operator precedence is

(from highest to lowest):  

� Operations that are enclosed in parentheses.

� Exponentiation **  (right associative)

� Unary negation - and positive +

� Multiplication *, division /, and remainder %   (left associative)

� Addition + and subtraction -      (left associative)

Predict the answer and then check your answer using JES.

4---9

7  % 4 + 5 * 6

- 4 + 2 ** 3 ** 2 - 5

(5 + 2)  / 2

6 + 3 * 5
Actual answer (from JES)Your predicted answerProblem

An operation involving two int operands yields an int result.  An operation involving two float operands yields a

float result.  Mixed-type expressions involving an int operand and a float operand causes the int to be converted

to a float before the operation, so the result is a float.  Predict the answer and then check your answer.

8.0 % 3 / 4

2 + 5 / 2.0

2.0  + 5 / 2

2  +  5  /  2
Actual answer (from JES)Your predicted answerProblem

You can explicitly convert a value to a specific type (called casting) by using the functions int(  ) or float(  ).

Predict the answer and then check your answer.

int(9.9) / float(2)

float(2 + 5) / 2

2.0  + 5 / float(2)

float(2)  +  5  /  2
Actual answer (from JES)Your predicted answerProblem

Python has a few __builtins__ functions related to character manipulation:  chr(65) returns ‘A’, ord(‘A’) returns

65.  Predict the answer and then check your answer.

chr( ord(‘A’) + 5 )

chr( ord(‘B’) + 32 )
Actual answer (from JES)Your predicted answerProblem

After you complete the above, raise your hand and explain you answers.
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Part B:  The “Program” area of JES is the top, white portion with line number 1.  There you can type/view

whole programs.   Load the below program using the File | Open Program menu option and selecting

mpg2.py from the lab3 folder you put on the Desktop.

# Python program to calculate miles per gallon

miles = requestNumber("Enter the miles traveled: ")

gallonsUsed = requestNumber("Enter the gallons used: ")

MPG = miles / gallonsUsed

print "Your mileage was", MPG, "miles per gallon."

Run the program by clicking the “Load Program” button below the “Program” area. In the pop-up

“requestNumber” input boxes, enter 100 miles and 5 gallons.  In the Interactions area you should see:

Your mileage was 20.0 miles per gallon.

Now, load the partial program mpgWithFns.py from the lab3 folder. 

a)  Run the partial program as loaded.  What output do you observe?

   

b)  Complete the calculateMileage function.

def main():
  """ Sequences the main tasks of the program. """
  miles, gallonsUsed = getMilesAndGallons()
  MPG = calculateMileage(miles, gallonsUsed)
  displayMileage(MPG)

def getMilesAndGallons():
  """ Gets the user's input of miles and gallons. """
  miles = requestNumber("Enter the miles traveled: ")
  gallons = requestNumber("Enter the gallons used: ")
  return miles, gallons
  
def displayMileage(MPG):
  """ Displays the resulting mileage to the user."""
  print "Your mileage was",MPG,"miles per gallon."

def calculateMileage(miles, gallonsUsed):    # <<<<<<<<<<<<<< COMPLETE THIS FUNCTION 

  """ Calculates the miles per gallon."""

main() # starts the program running

After you complete Part B, raise your hand and demonstrate you program.

EXTRA CREDIT:  Part C:   Write a new program (similar to mpg2.py without functions) to average three

test scores together and displays the average.
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